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Meeting Agenda





Safety Share
Emergency Exits/Meeting Point
Cell Phones
Facilities

 This months focus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Special Presentation – Justin Schaefer with Riley Industrial
Contractor Incident Management - Reporting
TRIR Monthly Reporting
Environmental Share
PFE’s from Bagdad, AZ Mine
Near Misses in Morenci, AZ
OSHA Training for Town Site Contractors
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Riley Industrial

 Welcome Justin Schaefer
• Safety Manager
- Riley Industrial
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Contractor Incident Management
 Incident reporting is nothing new and we all know that no matter
how slight (including Near Misses) we may think an incident is, it
still needs to be REPORTED. Reporting means to the supervisor of
the contractor as well as the Freeport-McMoRan Health & Safety
Specialist in the area IMMEDIATELY.
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Incident Reporting
 A completed Contractor First Report of Incident Form, witness
statements, and pictures need to be completed and turned into the
Freeport-McMoRan Health and Safety Department by the end of
the shift.
 Due to confidentiality the reports should be sent to the FMI Safety
personnel ONLY until it has been verified. After verification has
been done then the Safety department will disperse the reports to
the appropriate, approved people.
 The appropriate people to send the report to are:
• Tammy Smith – tsmith2@fmi.com
• Bryon Wiley – bwiley@fmi.com
• Rassie Ras – rfrancis1@fmi.com
• Timothy Liao – tliao@fmi.com
• The area FMI H & S Specialist in the area incident occurred.
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Contractor First Report of Incident
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Miners Rights

“The Federal Mine Safety and
Health Act of 1977 and the Mine
Improvement and New Emergency
Response Act of 2006 (MINER Act),
and Title 30 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (30 CFR) grant a
variety of rights for individuals
employed as miners and applicants
for employment in mine related
jobs. Congress wanted to
encourage each to take an active,
responsible role in matters of mine
safety and health.”
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Making the Call
 Every “Miner” has the right to call MSHA
 Who is considered a miner?
• All persons working at a mine are considered to be “miners”
 Best practice is to involve your area safety!
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Serious Incident Notification
 Incidents of a serious nature may require “immediate” notification
to government agencies. It is the responsibility of each contractor to
ensure its leaders identify what incidents require “immediate”
notification and maintain a list of numbers of who must be notified,
and the time limits required (15 minutes in some cases with MSHA).
If time permits a brief call to Freeport-McMoRan representatives
will be made prior to notifying agencies such as MSHA. In some
cases the site may make the call to the agency.
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Immediately Reportable
1.
2.
3.

A death of an individual at a mine;
An injury to an individual at a mine which has a reasonable potential to cause death;
An entrapment of an individual for more than thirty minutes or which has a reasonable potential to
cause death;
4. An unplanned inundation of a mine by a liquid or gas;
5. An unplanned ignition or explosion of gas or dust;
6. In underground mines, an unplanned fire not extinguished within 10 minutes of discovery; in surface
mines and surface areas of underground mines, an unplanned fire not extinguished within 30 minutes
of discovery;
7. An unplanned ignition or explosion of a blasting agent or an explosive;
8. An unplanned roof fall at or above the anchorage zone in active workings where roof bolts are in use;
or, an unplanned roof or rib fall in active workings that impairs ventilation or impedes passage;
9. A coal or rock outburst that causes withdrawal of miners or which disrupts regular mining activity for
more than one hour;
10. An unstable condition at an impoundment, refuse pile, or culm bank which requires emergency action
in order to prevent failure, or which causes individuals to evacuate an area; or, failure of an
impoundment, refuse pile, or culm bank;
11. Damage to hoisting equipment in a shaft or slope which endangers an individual or which interferes
with use of the equipment for more than thirty minutes; and
12. An event at a mine which causes death or bodily injury to an individual not at the mine at the time the
event occurs.
Notify safety with adequate time to call. If Safety cannot be contacted, or there is uncertainty if the call should be
made, or time is running out, make the call!! Be prepared to answer a simple who, what, where questions.
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Reporting
 MSHA Hotline
• 1-800-746-1553
 Basic Info to Know (when the call is made)
• Contractor ID
• Location of Mine
• County/State of Mine
• Name of Mine
• Details of incident
- Who, what, when, where, why

• Name and Number of reporting individual
- Provided for an MSHA inspector to get in touch with the reporting
party
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Incident Reporting
 If you or your staff are unsure how to fill out the form or the
procedures PLEASE do not hesitate in contacting one of the Safety
Representatives to get the information.
- Tammy Smith - 928-215-9763
- Bryon Wiley - 928-965-3540
- Rassie Ras - 928-215-9257
- Timothy Liao - 928-965-9218
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TRIR Monthly Reporting
 Do to reports that are continuously late I just wanted to give a
friendly reminder that the TRIR Monthly Reports are due no later
then the 5th of month. Please submit the reports to the following
emails:
• Amy Sammito – asammito@fmi.com
• Contractor TRIR - MOR-Contractor-TRIR@FCX365.onmicrosoft.com
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Morenci
Environmental
Services

Environmental Share
Top Hazardous Waste Violations

POWERED
BY COPPER

July 2019

Proactive management of hazardous waste helps protect human health, the
environment and prevents costly penalties.

 Use and management of
containers
 Proper storage and
disposal of hazardous
waste
 Personnel training
requirements
 Preparedness and
Prevention requirements
***Each violation costs up to $70,117 per day***

PFE – Bagdad Copper Cleaner
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PFE – Bagdad
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PFE - Bagdad
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Near Miss




We have had two significant near misses on the processing side of the business. One
being a Lifting Operations failure and the other and Near Miss Rail Collision.
Some key learning so far:



MorCon Near Miss-Lifting Operations
•

•

•

Barriers and Segregation were not in place
o 1,012 lb component was flown over multiple employees from upper deck. Rigging was
adequate but posed similar risk as C/C incident due to the same lifting lugs.
o An employee was within the drop zone as the material was being lowered.
o Component was lowered and hit the handrail of the corral-where it came to rest after
teetering. When the component hit the rails the rigging came off of the load allowing it
to remain suspended on the handrail unsecured
Lifting Execution:
o No communication plan between overhead crane operator and the spotter. Potential
confusion on hand signals.
Other Factors:
o Confined Space-paperwork not filled out with correct location, gate was not called with
correct information, gate was not called as per requirements
o JRA-all hazards were identified and controls listed but those leading to the event were
not executed.

o Stop work obligation was not utilized
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Second Near Miss
 Maintenance Services Near Miss-Rail Collision
o There is a stop sign for vehicle traffic flowing the other direction but not for the travel
direction in the incident. There are no crossing arms present on the processing side apart
from the entry gates to the property.
o The locomotive did sound the horn approximately 100’ prior to the crossing and went into
emergency stop protocol approximately 50’ prior to the crossing.
o During the interview it was discovered that the light vehicle had been crossing the tracks
when they heard the horn and slammed on the brakes. They put the vehicle into reverse
and the train was approximately 10-15 feet away. The truck backed up and stopped
approximately one truck length from the track.
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Corrective Actions
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OSHA Training
 All contractors working under a Freeport contract in the town-site
areas must go through the Morenci sponsored OSHA training class.
 The reasoning is:

• 1. The Morenci sponsored training has an element of Freeport
Safety Culture added throughout the curriculum.
• 2. The Morenci sponsored training incorporates Freeport
concepts around Fatality Prevention and Fatal Risk
Management.
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